Abstract. Motion simulators are widely used in several applications ranging from research to commercial training and entertainment in order to replicate real movement situation. These motions can be sensed by human perception organ called Central Nervous System (CNS). This research presents a novel control algorithm called Central Nervous System (CNS) based control that aims to create realistic perception of vehicle simulation. CNSbased motion control was evaluated by computer simulation to classical, adaptive and optimal washout filter. In addition, comparisons of human motion perception are performed on Force Dynamics 301 simulator for longitudinal acceleration driving test of all four washout filters. The subjects were seated in the simulator. Their motion perceptions were measured through vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) using EyeSeeCam vHit camera and compared to the estimated VOR from CNS model. The results revealed that CNS-based motion control can crucially reduce the workspace and provide realistic motion sensation.
Introduction
Automotive testing is the most important process to evaluate the automotive performance. This evaluation can be covered but not limited by means of computer simulation [1, 2] , hardware in a loop (HIL) [3] , scaled vehicle testing [4] , and off course real automotive driving. For the actual test driving, the drivers can directly sense and experience real dynamic behaviors but it is very costly and risk to accident. Computer simulation, HIL, and scaled vehicle can be utilized in severe and extreme conditions. Since human sensation, reaction, and feedback are importance and should co-exist in the evaluation loop, thus, a motion simulator that truly generates close-to-real motions based upon human perceptions is an essential element.
Motion simulator is a mechanism that simulates the actual dynamics to provide virtual realism between a simulator and a real motion environment. Originally, the simulator is intended to design for aircraft simulator for the pilot training purposes. Compared to the actual aircraft, the aircraft simulator allows a pilot to be trained in a controlled and repeated environment at lower risk and cost. Currently, the motion simulators are continuously modified to give a better consistency of the research results and applied extensively for driving simulators, motorcycling simulators as well as other entertaining simulators.
The motion simulator or the motion platform will simulate such the vehicle dynamics by translating and rotating its moving-base as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Fundamentally, the actual vehicle dynamics involve both translational accelerations in all three directions and angular rates about three principle axes. The motion platform replicates the accelerations by creating translation and tilt motions while the angular rates are reproduced by rotation. Depending on purposes, the motion platform configurations vary from one to six degree-of-freedom (DOF). A 6 DOF motion platform can move in three translational degrees of freedom (surge, sway, heave) and three rotational degrees of freedom (roll, pitch, yaw). The capability of the motion platform depends on the platform architecture and type of simulated maneuverers. It can be classified by the degrees of freedom or by applications such as flight simulator, driving simulator, racing game and theatre system. Table 1 shows the degrees of freedom and the workspace of some simulators [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Due to the limitations of the workspace, the motion platform cannot simulate a continuously long data set of vehicle dynamics of the actual vehicle. Namely, replicating the exact vehicle dynamics can causes the motion platform to crush its boundaries. To solve this problem, a logic referred as a washout filter is applied. Washout filter is functioned to reproduce the actual vehicle dynamics by limiting motions and wash out to platform's neutral position. Generally, washout filter applied in several researches are classical, adaptive and optimal washout filters.
The first algorithm is classical washout filter which is fundamental to linear high-pass and low-pass filters [9] [10] [11] . This simplest washout filter can easily adjust the gain parameters and thus is always used to compare with other algorithms for numerous researches. However, the fixed gain parameters lead to miss some data of the vehicle dynamics. According to occurrence, the algorithm generates false motion cues making unrealistic movement [7, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Adaptive washout filter was modified from the classical washout filter. Adaptive washout filter's gains can tune itself by varying and calculating the parameter at each step of the simulation. Therefore, it will adjust cut-off frequency when the position is close to upper-bound causing by over data incoming of vehicle dynamics. [10, 11, 19] . A host of researchers study and develop the adaptive parameters to get a better motion cues and maximum useful of workspace [8, [20] [21] [22] . Optimal washout filter is another extensive effort to optimize the filter parameters of the motion simulators by applying optimization theory. This method aims to minimize the error of human motion perception based on vestibular system between vehicle sensation and simulator sensation [10, 11, 23] . In the last several years, the interest in the optimal washout filter has spread exponentially for several researches in order to improve calculation technique for the realistic motion cues [15, [24] [25] [26] . However, none of researches shows that human perception can be directly evaluated by their motion cues. As a result, this work focuses on the improvement of new motion control corresponding to the real human sensation. In this research, we propose a novel approach to realistically create human-motion-sensation control based on human Central Nervous System (CNS) model. CNS is a nervous system that enables human to perceive motions using information from vision, tactile, proprioceptive and vestibular system. When human subjects to motions, CNS responses by sending a signal such as vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) to control eye muscle to move in the opposite direction thus stabilizing human's gaze on a focus point. We then can evaluate human motion sensation by comparing VOR measured from human and VOR calculated from CNS model.
The rest of the paper is managed as following sections. Section 2 reviews traditional washout controls for motion simulators. Details of the central nervous system are further described in Section 3. Section 4 proposes the CNS-based motion control. Section 5 compares simulation results from CNS-based motion control and other washout filters. To verify CNS-based motion control, we performed subjects experiment on Force Dynamics 301 simulator and measured the human motion sensation thru vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) by EyeSeeCam vHit camera device. Details are explained in Section 6. Finally, conclusion is presented in the last Section.
Traditional Controls for Motion Simulators

Classical Washout Filter
Classical washout filter applies linear high-pass and low-pass filters for replicating the actual vehicle dynamics as shown in Fig. 2 . The imitation has begun with linear acceleration vector ( ) and angular rate vector (
). Both inputs are scaled, limited and filtered to restrict to the physical movement of simulator. The algorithm is divided into translational motion channel, tilt coordination channel and rotational motion channel. 
Translational motion channel
Human cannot directly perceive the linear acceleration rather than the difference between the linear acceleration and the gravitational acceleration so called specific force as
Refer to Fig. 2 , the specific forces ( (2) where, s is Laplace transform,  is damping ratio,  n is natural frequency. Here, () I is referred to initial reference frame and () A is referred to vehicle reference frame.
Tilt coordination channel
The sustained accelerations causing the simulator reaches the boundary limitation can be replicated by tilting the platform instead. The low-pass specific force signals ( 
Adaptive Washout Filter
Adaptive washout filter was firstly developed by Parrish [19] at NASA Langley Research Center. The intent of the algorithm is to make full use of the simulator movement all the time by adjusting the filter parameters to the current state of the motion. As shown in Fig. 3 , three adjustable gains for translation, tilt and rotation are , and , respectively. These gains are chosen to minimize the costing function between the vehicle dynamics and motion platform dynamics. Two fixed parameters are d and e. Similar to classical washout filter, linear accelerations and angular rates are the algorithm inputs. The adaptive gains can be derived as following 
Pitch/Surge mode
Adaptive filter:
where,  is pitch angle, () S is referred to simulator reference frame, ()
A is referred to vehicle reference frame, () x I is referred to x-direction of initial reference frame and () x is referred to constant parameters in x-direction. Define the cost function
where, ii W are weighting parameters and i P are initial value parameters for all adaptive filter equations.
The steepest descents for the adaptive gains are:
where,
ii G are constants for all adaptive filter equations.
Roll/Sway mode
The adaptive filter, cost function and steepest descent are in the same pattern as described in pitch/surge mode. The coordinates are changed from substitution of y for x and  for ( is roll angle).
Yaw mode
where, ii k are fixed parameters for all adaptive filter equation.  is yaw angle.
Define the cost function
Heave mode Adaptive filter:
Define the cost function 
Optimal Washout Filter
Optimal washout filter employs the linear quadratic optimal control as a tracking problem. It is aimed to minimize the error between actual driver sensation and simulator driver sensation which is assumed to be identical to the simulator motion as shown in Fig. 4 . The optimal washout filter for translational, tilt and rotation channel are generated by off-line computation. The linear filter matrix relates to the actual motion sensation state and simulator motion sensation states to require . The matrix cells of washout filter ( ) for translation, tilt and rotation are described in Fig. 5 . Known as human motion sensation organ, vestibular system is the non-visual sensing organ in the nonauditory section on both sides of the inner ears. The vestibular system composes of semicircular canals and otoliths responding to the motion from angular rate and linear acceleration, respectively. The mathematical model of semicircular canals and otoliths are represented in Eq. (19) and (20) [27] . Equations (19) and (20) can be rearranged into vestibular system state-space form as 
where, V A is vestibular system matrix, V B is input matrix, V C is state observation matrix and V D is control
The errors of vestibular state and driver's sensation state are defined as  e S A x x x and  SA e y y .
Substituting these error into Eq. (21) and (22) yields
The additional motion state variable to constrain the simulator motion for explicit access state as linear velocity and displacement is 
Filter white noise is applied as input to cover many input manoeuvres which are represented as  n n n n x A x B w (26)  A n ux (27) where,  1 and  2 are constants. 
Define the costing function
The costing function can be calculated by Hamiltonian equation. The costing function in Eq. (30) (35) and substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (35) yields in 
Therefore, washout filters can be summarized as     
Central Nervous System (CNS)
Daily activities of human being involve human's body orientation, postural control (balance) and movement. Human can manage these activities by the non-visual sensing organ in the non-auditory section of the inner ear which is called vestibular system. The vestibular system is on both sides of human's inner ears. It is an initial measuring unit responding to body balancing and stabilized gazing on a point in space. The vestibular system is composed of two sensing organs including semicircular canal and otolith. Three semicircular canals detect three rotational movements including anterior, posterior and lateral canals which are mutually orthogonal planes. Two otolith sensors (utricle and saccule) are nearly perpendicular with each other. Otolith senses to three linear acceleration and static tilt of human head relative to gravity. Considering human is accelerated on the longitudinal translation as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The specific force due to the acceleration will act on the head. This force will bend otolith in the human skull. In contrast to the stationary human with head tilt backward, otolith is also bended due to the gravity as illustrated in Fig. 7(c) . In both cases, otolith senses the same perception. In addition, the vestibular system will response to this movement by transmitting nervous signals called vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) to eye muscles to move the For highly complex movements and orientations of the vehicles, human cannot rely only on vestibular system to sense the true perception of the highly dynamic motions. Thus, vision, audition, touch and proprioception inputs also come to play.
Central nervous system (CNS) is the part of nervous system integrating and coordinating the activities of the entire body. CNS will receive information (deterministic stimuli) from such a variety of sources as vision, sound, tactile, proprioceptive and also vestibular system. Then, CNS performs a proper response to the stimuli by means of peripheral sensory organs including eyes, muscles and joints.
Many researches attempt to develop CNS model to simulate the human perception. Borah [28] purposed the multisensory motion perception model to represent the neural central processing as shown in Fig. 9 . The model applied an optimal estimation technique to integrate multiple sensory inputs. Multisensory spatial orientation was studied for motion perception [29] . Merfeld [30, 31] studied sensory conflict information between body dynamics and sensory dynamics as shown in Fig. 10 . The block diagram for CNS model is shown in Fig. 11 . The system inputs are three angular velocities and three linear accelerations. The outputs of CNS model compose of three dimension estimation of acceleration, gravity, angular velocity and VOR responding to body movements. The internal model of graviceptor is the same as those for physical model. The error between three physical signals and three predicted signals are multiply by four feedback gains to get the internal model inputs. These gains are obtained by trial and error. The outputs of sensory model are the estimated angular velocity vector , estimated acceleration vector and estimated gravity vector . The estimated signals are processed to gain the VOR as depicted in Fig. 11 . The angular VOR is the negatively estimated of angular velocity. To generate translation VOR, the estimated acceleration is converted to velocity with time constant of 0.1 sec. After that, the resulted velocity is cross product with the estimated target proximity . The VOR is the combination of angular VOR and translation VOR. The parameters of this work are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . CNS parameters [31] .
Model feedback parameters
CNS-based Motion Control
Driving in the real situation, the driver must encounter with several stimuli such as vision, sound, touch, acceleration and angular rate. As mentioned in Section 3, CNS model can simulate the human perception including the estimated acceleration, the estimated angular velocity, the estimated gravitation and the estimated VOR. Therefore, designing the motion platform relative to the estimated perception will make use of the appropriate motion platform corresponding to realistic motion. The new purposed washout filters in this research are modified from the previous adaptive washout filters. CNS is integrated into adaptive washout filters as shown in Fig. 12 . The accelerations and angular rates of the actual vehicle are passed through CNS model to estimate the human perception. Then, the estimated of the acceleration, angular rate and gravitations from CNS model are used as input for adaptive washout filter. Finally, the translational and Euler angular positions for controlling the simulator are produced. Fig. 12 . CNS-based motion control.
Comparison of Washout Algorithms
In this section, computer simulation was used to generate the motion cues for classical, adaptive, optimal and CNS-based motion control filters by MatLAB/Simulink. For illustrative purpose, this work selected the washout filter parameters as in Table 3 . Table 4 collected the optimal washout filter parameters referred from Young and Meiry model [27] . CNS parameters referred from Table 2 . Here we consider simulating a high acceleration of a supercar. The longitudinal acceleration of 4 m/s 2 step input is shown in Fig. 13 . This section compares simulation responses from all wash out filters and CNS-based motion control.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 14 . The corresponding comparison of translational and angular positions is plotted in Fig. 14. Figure 14 (a) displays the translational positions in meters for surge, sway and heave against time in seconds. The roll, pitch and yaw angular positions in degrees versus time in seconds are displayed in Fig. 14(b) . The workspaces requiring for each type of filters are concluded in Table 5 .
For longitudinal acceleration, the algorithms create motion positions for surge, heave and pitch. The simulations showed that CNS-based motion control can significantly decrease surge motion to 0.07 m. Translating in heave direction was reduced to 0.39 m. Note that motion is smoother than those of optimal washout filter. Furthermore, it could be seen that CNS-based motion control can also depress the hard motion cues from adaptive washout filter.
Reducing of translation positions was possibly effected from the physical property of semicircular canal and otolith. Semicircular canal would response at low frequencies but otolith reacted at high frequencies [32] . Therefore, CNS-based motion control enables realistic perception with shorter range motions which lead to more usable simulator workspace. 
Experiment
When human head is moved, the vestibular system will send the information, rotation and linear motion, to CNS. Then, CNS will integrate the information to produce motor command to eye muscles in order to control eye movement to stabilize the line of sight called vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). VOR has a function to maintain the best vision by moving the eyes during head movement. Normally, the eye motion will equal and opposite to the head motion. As a result, this work will introduce VOR measurement to evaluate the human motion perception. We set up experiments using Force Dynamics 301 simulator platform. For safety reasons, a ramp acceleration profile of 2 m/s 2 shown in Fig. 15 was used as an input. The parameters and gains were referred from Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 . All washout filters including CNS-based motion control were implemented to generate motions accordingly. Here subjects are equipped with a EyeSeeCam vHit camera to measure their VORs. Figure 16 presents the Flow chart of the experiment. The motion positions generated from each of all washout filters were sent to Force Dynamics 301 simulator (3 DOF for heave, roll, and pitch) to perform simulator test. Subjects were seat securely on the simulator. The system measured VOR by EyeSeeCam vHit (commercial medical grade camera). The measured VORs from all driving cases were compared to the estimated VOR from CNS model. Many works employed number of subjects around 5-10 persons for vetibulo-ocular reflex experiment [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . For this work, six subjects with no previously history of central vestibular disorders were participated for four passive driving tests. Six healthy subjects include 3 men and 3 women (age between 22 and 38). All subjects were trained for the driving experiment to prevent the bias results [36] . Each subject was comfortably seated in the simulator cockpit and pointing straight ahead at a fix point on a screen placed 1 m in front. The resulted responses for all washout filters are shown in Fig. 19 .
Due to the limitation of simulator's degrees of freedom, this work used 3 DOF (heave motion, roll and pitch angular motion) for driving test. The comparisons between the average of measured and estimated VORs in degrees/seconds against time in seconds are displayed in Fig. 20 . Table 6 shows the maximum values for both measured and estimated VORs Based on the VOR test, the measured VOR form adaptive washout filter was significantly higher than the estimated VOR. Thus, motion simulation generated by adaptive washout filter was too hard for human perception. On the other hand, classical washout filter produce too soft motion simulation as obviously shown in Fig. 20 . Optimal washout filter was the algorithm replicating the vehicle dynamics with the medium motion. From the experiments, measured VOR from CNS-based motion control is the closet VOR to the estimated VOR. Therefore, CNS-based motion control produces the most realistic motion simulation among all of four washout filters. 
Conclusion
Motion simulator plays a significant role for replicating the actual dynamics of vehicle. This paper addresses motion control approaches for driving simulators that implement various washout filters covering classical, adaptive, and optimum filters. These controls exhibited some realism limitation and requiring of large workspace to implement.
To date, achievement of realistic motion control has impacted to human sensation. Here we proposed a novel CNS-based motion control algorithm that realistically creates motion perception for human on motion simulators with effective workspace. From longitudinal acceleration simulation test, CNS-based motion control decreased surge motion up to 97.67%, 61.11% and 94.17% compared to classical, adaptive and optimal washout filter, respectively. On heave motion, CNS-based motion control required distance equal to optimal washout filter but reduced distance up to 51.19% and 52.44% compared to classical and adaptive washout filters, accordingly.
Based on VOR experiment, the errors between measured VOR of classical, adaptive, optimal, CNSbased motion and estimated VOR are 46.57%, 9.54%, 23.71% and 8.03%, respectively. Therefore, CNSbased motion control provided better realistic human motion perception as it has less error between measured and estimated VORs while adaptive, optimal and classical washout filters generate hard, medium and soft motion, respectively. This is important that tilt positions are more sensible to human perception than translation positions. Current findings lead to the conclusion that CNS-based motion control is a superior algorithm of generating realistic motion control than the motion controls from the conventional algorithms. Further investigation can be extended to 6 DOF motion platform with several driving scenarios.
